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We are pleased to release the thirteenth issue of a monthly
Chinese Buddhist Canon Research Newsletter in April 2022. The purpose of
this newsletter is to present academic information about the research, collation,
collection, and digitalization of Chinese Buddhist canons and scriptures. The
opinions expressed in this newsletter are those of the original authors and
publishers, and do not necessarily reflect those of the Center
for Buddhist Studies, the editors, the editorial board, or the organization to
which the authors are affiliated. If you have questions concerning these
opinions, please contact the original authors and their publishers. 

This newsletter will be a professional information exchange platform for the
study of Chinese Buddhist canons. Its content will include the following: 
 

Publication information, including books, essays, reviews, dissertations,
etc.
Conference information
Scholar information introducing scholars’ achievements, exchange of
ideas, suggestions, and proposals
Research projects, such as project proposals, project introductions, etc.
Current canon collections in World Libraries and Museums
New findings of the scholarship on the Chinese Buddhist canon and
related literature in public and private collections and auctions

  
Because of the different setups in your email clients, the fonts, images, and
layouts in this newsletter may look different. We suggest you click the link "View
this email in your browser" on the top of this message to access the HTML
version. As we prepare this newsletter, our community is facing unprecedented
challenges. We are grateful that you have continued to support
our research Center during the pandemic. If you are willing to support the
Chinese Buddhist canon research or sponsor the publication of this newsletter,
please consider DONATING NOW.   

To our friends near and far, we hope that you stay safe and healthy and that
the Buddhist teachings and resources we share can bring some measure of
comfort. If you have any suggestions or would like to contribute information,
please email us at buddhist-studies@email.arizona.edu. 

If you would like to receive monthly emails on this topic, please sign up for our
email list at http://eepurl.com/gb2yaD and select the group
"Chinese Buddhist Canon Research Newsletter."  For those who have already
signed up for our email list, please update your preferences to include
"Chinese Buddhist Canon Research Newsletter."  

Starting from issue 6, we add a new section to the Newsletter, "Research Notes
(zangjing jingyanlu 藏經經眼錄)," which aims to collect scholars' research notes
on Chinese Buddhist canons. From now on, we will welcome submissions of
research notes to our Newsletters. Scholars who are interested, please email
Dr. Zhouyuan Li at zhouyuan.li@dila.edu.tw. 

For previous issues of Buddhist Canon Research Newsletter, please see: Link. 

Forward to a friend 
  
Jiang Wu, Darui Long, Zhouyuan Li and Youteng Bi

I  Books and Research Papers

1. Li Naiqi 李乃琦. Issaikyō ongi koshahon no kenkyū 一切経音義古写本の研究  (A
Study on the Old Manuscript of Yiqiejing yinyi), Tōkyō: Kyūko Shoin, 2021.  More

Xuanying's Yiqiejing yinyi is the oldest

extant Chinese dictionary of Buddhist

terminology, and contains information

about of pronunciation and meaning.  It

was written around 660. The oldest extant

Japanese manuscript was first copied

around 730, about 70 years after the

completion of the original.  It is expected

to have high value for literature. This

author focuses on this ancient manuscript

of Yiqiejing yinyi and aims to conduct

relevant basic research work. The book is

divided into five chapters.

2. Xin, Ruilong 辛睿龍. “Riben guxiejing wenxian de bianji chuban shijian yu celue: yi
riben guxiejing shanben congkan weili 日本古寫經文獻的編輯出版實踐與策略——以<
日本古寫經善本叢刊>為例(Practice and Methodology of Editing and Publishing of Old
Japanese Manuscripts of Buddhist Scriptures——Taking Bibliotheca Codicologica
Nipponica as an Example), Riben wenti yanjiu 日本問題研究 (Japanese Research),
no. 1(2021): 71-80.    More

3. Miyazaki, Tenshō宮崎展昌. “Nihon kosha issaikyō shohon no sōgo kankei ni
kansuru jirei kenkyū: Ajaseōkyō kanyaku nishu o taishō to shite 日本古写一切経諸本
の相互関係に関する事例研究: 〈阿闍世王経〉漢訳二種を対象として" (A Case Study
on the Interrelationship of Japanese Ancient Manuscripts of All Sutras: Two Chinese
Translations of Sutra of King Ajātaśatru), Bulletin of the Institute of Buddhist Culture
鶴見大学仏教文化研究所紀要, no. 26(2021): 263-285.   More

4. Miyazaki, Tenshō 宮崎展昌. “Nihon kosha issaikyō shohon no sōgo kankei――
Jikuhōgo yaku  huchō sanmai kyō o rei toshite 日本古写一切経諸本の相互関係――
竺法護訳『普超三昧経』を例として" (Relationships among the Old Manuscript
Collections of Buddhist Scriptures Preserved in Japan: Focusing on the Puchao
sanmei jing 普超三昧経, Dharmarakṣa’s Version of the
*Ajātaśatrukaukṛtyavinodana),Journal of Indian and Buddhist Studies 印度學佛教學
研究, vol. 69, no. 3(2021): 1165-1172.     More

5. Wang, Zhaoguo 王招國. “Yuwai fojiao wenxian duiyu zhongguofojiao yanjiu de
jiazhi: yi ricang fojiao xieben wei zhongxin域外佛教文獻對於中國佛教研究的價值——
以日藏佛教寫本為中心” (The Value of Foreign Buddhist Literature for the Study of
Chinese Buddhism: Centered on Buddhist Manuscripts Collected by Japan), Shijie
zongjiao yanjiu 世界宗教研究 (Studies in World Religions), no. 1(2021): 78-89. 
  More

6. Yagoshi, Yoko 矢越葉子. “Tōdaiji shozō kyōkan no kentō: ‘jingokeiun ninen gogan
kyō’ to shōsōin monjo wo tegakari ni 東大寺所蔵経巻の検討：《神護景雲二年御願
経》と正倉院文書を手がかりに" (An Examination of the Scrolls in the Todaizi
Temple: Based on the Gogan Sutra of the Second Year of Jingo Keun"and Shōsōin
Documents), Shōsōin monjo kenkyū正倉院文書研究, no. 15(2017): 23–37.  More

7. Research Institute for Old Japanese Manuscripts of Buddhist Scriptures日本古写
経研究所. “Nanatsu-dera issaikyō shoshi jōho ichiran (san): kari jūgo kan 七寺一切経
書誌情報一覧（三）：仮十五函" (Bibliographic Information of Nanatsudera Sūtras
III), Journal of the Research Institute for Old Japanese Manuscripts of Buddhist
Scriptures日本古写経研究所研究紀要, no. 6(2021): 87–141.   More 

8. Li, Naiqi李乃琦. “Issaikyō ongi no sankutopeteruburuku bon Φ230 nitsuite一切経音
義のサンクトペテルブルク本Φ二三〇について" (A Study of the Saint Petersburg
Φ230 manuscript), Journal of the Research Institute for Old Japanese Manuscripts of
Buddhist Scriptures日本古写経研究所研究紀要, no. 6(2021): 61–79.    More

9. Nojiri, Tadashi野尻忠. “Yakushiji denrai no daihannyakyō (Gyoyōkyō)  to shōsōin
monjo ni miru hōki shonen no issaikyō shosha 薬師寺伝来の大般若経（魚養経）と正
倉院文書に見る宝亀初年の一切経書写”, Rokuon zasshū: Nara kokuritsu
hakubutsukan kenkyū kiyō鹿園雑集: 奈良国立博物館研究紀要, no. 20(2018): 1-19. 
  More

10. Liu, Haiyu劉海宇. “Godai ryōsō niokeru kinginji issaikyō oyobi so no seijiteki igi五
代・両宋期における金銀字一切経及びその政治的意義 ”, Hiraizumi bunka kenkyū
sentā nenpō平泉文化研究年報, no. 18(2018): 17-21.   More

11. Liu, Haiyu劉海宇. “Chūsonji kinginji issaikyō no roots nitsuite: higashi ajia no
shiten kara mita chūsonji no kinginji (so no san) 中尊寺金銀字一切経のルーツについ
て : 東アジアの視点から見た中尊寺の金銀字経（その3)”, Hiraizumi bunka kenkyū
sentā nenpō平泉文化研究年報, no. 19(2019): 13-17. 
  More

12. Zhang, Meiqiao張美僑. “Nakano Zeshin ban daihannyakyō ni tsuite中野是心版
〈大般若経〉について”, Sengokuyama bukkyōgaku ronshū 仙石山佛教學論集, no.
11(2019): 73-104.     More

13.Ōsugi, Ayaka大杉綾花. “Shōgozō dairokurui otsushu shakyō dainihyakujūichigogō
daihannyakyō nitsuite: Nōe noue shoji daihannyakyō hosha jigyō tono kanrensei kara
聖語蔵第六類乙種写経第二一五号大般若経について：能恵所持大般若経補写事業と
の関連性から”, Shōsoin monjo kenkyū正倉院文書研究, no. 16 (2019): 103-
116.   More

14.Sasaki, Isamu佐々木勇. “Kitanokyōōdō issaikyō (kitasha issaikyō) no teihon (1)北
野経王堂一切経（北野社一切経）の底本(1)”, Hiroshimadaigaku daigakuin
kyōikugaku kenkyūkaku kiyō広島大学大学院教育学研究科紀要, no. 68(2019): 334-
342.     More

15.Sasaki, Isamu佐々木勇. “Kitanokyōōdō issaikyō (kitasha issaikyō) no teihon(2)北
野経王堂一切経（北野社一切経）の底本(2)”, Hiroshimadaigaku daigakuin ningen
shakai kagaku kenkyūkaku kiyō広島大学大学院人間社会研究科紀要, no. 1(2020): 69-
77.    More

16. Ōsugi, Ayaka大杉 綾花. “Shōgozō dairokurui otsushu shakyō
daihyakuhachijūshichigō daihannyakyō nitsuite: Chōshōjisō shinzei to no tsunagari
kara聖語蔵第六類乙種写経第一八七号大般若経について: 超昇寺僧信西とのつながり
から”, Nara shien 寧樂史苑, no. 65(2020): 19-33.    More

17. Asano, Manabu浅野学. “Kōshōji issaikyōbon myōhōrengeikyō ubadaisha
nitsuite 興聖寺一切経本〈妙法蓮華経憂波提舎〉について”, Indogaku Bukkyōgaku
kenkyū 印度学佛教学硏究, vol. 69, no. 2(2021): 576-579.  More

18. Ichigawa, Riei 市川理恵. “Narajidai niokeru issaikyō no keitō: zenkō shuinkyō to
gogatsutsuitachikyō no honbun hikaku 奈良時代における一切経の系統―善光朱印経
と五月一日経の本文比較―”, Shōsoin monjo kenkyū正倉院文書研究, no. 17(2021):
27-48.   More

19.Kiyotaka Kimura 木村清孝. “Gokoku kyōten konkōmyōsaishōōkyō hanpon
omeguru shinkō to juyō no arikata: daihonzan sōjiji soin shozō hanpon no hiken
nichirande 護国経典〈金光明最勝王経〉版本をめぐる信仰と受容のあり方：大本山
總持寺祖院所蔵版本の披見にちなんで”, Tsurumidaigaku bukkyō bunka kenkyūjo kiyō
鶴見大学仏教文化研究所紀要, no.26(2021): 7-40.    More

II.  Current Canon Collections in World Libraries,
Museums, and Temples

Sixi Canon Kept in China National Library

China’s National Library has a collection of Sixi Canon思溪藏, totaling 4647

volumes. For more information please see link. 

 

III. Auction 

Beijing Poly International Auction Co. Ltd., 2021 Fall Auction 

    On November 29, 2021, Beijing Poly International Auction held its 2021 Fall Auction.

Two noticeable exhibits were at the auction: a hand-written copy of Xu gaoseng zhuan續高

僧傳 (Continuation of Eminent Monks Written in the Song Dynasty) , and the Da fang

guang Huayan jing大方廣佛華嚴經(Avataṃsaka Sūtra) written by Li Huiyue李惠月, whose

Dharma name was Guangming Chan Master 光明禪師.  He lived in the transitional period

between the Song dynasty (1127-1279) and the Yuan dynasty (1206-1368). He copied this

version of the Avataṃsaka Sūtra with gold powder on indigo paper.    More 

Xu gaoseng zhuan 續高僧傳 (Continuation of Eminent Monks Written in
the Song Dynasty)，handwritten manuscripts 

     The scroll belonged to Haihui yuan海惠院 (Haihui Temple). The colophon indicates that

the local magistrate of Huating County華亭縣 (present-day Shanghai) donated a set of the

Buddhist canon to Haihui Temple to be stored in its revolving wheel storage cabinet. 

Haihui Temple was located in Huating County, 30 kilometers west of Songjiang Prefecture

松江府 (present-day Songjiang in Shanghai). 

     According to scholarly research works, only six volumes of Haihui Buddhist Canon are

extant: 

  

     Fayuan zhulin 法苑珠林, volume 65, the cataloging word in Qian zi wen 千字文 (A

Thousand Character Reader) is “pei陪,” Shanghai Library. 

     Fu fa zang zhuan 付法藏傳, volume 6, Kyoto National Museum, Japan. 

     Lidai san bao ji 歷代三寶紀, volume 8, the cataloging word in Qian zi wen is “xi席,”

China National Museum. 

     Xu gaoseng zhuan 續高僧傳, volume 12, the cataloging word in Qian zi wen is “da達,”

Liaoning Provincial Museum. 

     Xu gaoseng zhuan 續高僧傳, volume 16, Kyoto National Museum, Japan. 

  

The volume being shown in the auction was Xu gaoseng zhuan 續高僧傳, volume 8, the

cataloging word in Qian zi wen is “zuo左.” Five experts examined this volume of Xu

gaoseng zhuan. They gave high evaluation in terms of bibliography, literature and

calligraphy. 

Xu gaoseng zhuan    More

Da fangguang huayan jing 大方廣華嚴經 (Avataṃsaka Sūtra), copied by Li
Huiyue, written on indigo paper with gold and silver powder. 

    In ancient times, indigo paper was rare. Only members of the royal family or eminent

monks could offer money to talented calligraphers and painters to copy Buddhist

scriptures.  Thus, such scriptures using indigo paper with gold and silver powder are

extremely rare and precious. This scripture is one of the earliest extant hand-copied

scriptures from the Yuan dynasty. The scripture is intact with dates and donors who offered

money. The calligraphy is elegant and dignified and the frontispiece illustration is

magnificent.  This frontispiece illustration shows the story of Sudhanakumāra 善財童子

seeking Dharma and a group of children enjoy playing around him. This illustration is not

found in other extant volumes. The Poly Auction is going to release volume 75 which has

long been unknown to the world.  

    We introduced this piece of news in our No.9 issue of the newsletter last year, but we

were unable to find the exact photo. Now it is here for all to appreciate.   More

IV. Digitization Project of Buddhist Canons

The database of ancient Japanese scriptures is continuously updated. For example, on

January 20, 2022, 30 volumes of sutras from Nanatsudera七寺 were updated. In addition,

the bibliographic information of all the sutras of Kongōji 金剛寺 has been further improved.

For more information, see: 

Link1 

Link2

V. Research Notes

          Yongle Southern Canon and The Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch 

                                                   

By Darui Long

     The Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch is an important Buddhist work written by Chinese

monk Hui-neng 惠能.  It is the only work that Chinese Buddhists call “sutra.”  However, this

scripture was not collected in the previous editions of the Chinese Buddhist canon until the Ming

dynasty (1368-1644). Professor Lü Cheng 呂澂 (1896-1989) mentioned The Platform Sutra of the

Sixth Patriarch, Wanshan tonggue ji 萬善同歸集, and Mingjue yulu 明覺語錄, totaling 20 juan, are

classified under two characters of Qianziwen 千字文. They are characters “yong用” and “jun軍.”[1]

However, when one checks Sichuan sheng guji shanben lianhe mulu四川省古籍善本聯合目錄 and

Hongwu Southern Canon洪武南藏 reprinted by Puti yinjing yuan in Pengzhou彭州菩提印經院,

one cannot find any record of the Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch. This scripture is recorded

in the Ershi er zhong dazangjing tongjian二十二種大藏經通檢 (Catalogue of 22 Editions of the

Chinese Buddhist Canon) compiled by Professor Tong Wei 童瑋 (1917-1993).  The scripture is

found in Fangshan Stone-cut Canon房山石經 (1620), Yongle Southern Canon永樂南藏, Yongle

Northern Canon永樂北藏, Jiaxing Thread-Bound Canon嘉興方冊藏 and Qing Edition of the

Buddhist Canon清龍藏, and others. Yongle Southern Canon was the first one to collect The

Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch into the canon. 

  

     Japanese scholar Yanagida Seizan柳田聖山 (1922-2006) collected more than eleven

manuscripts and prints of this Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch. They are listed here:

1. Dunhuang manuscripts, Stein 5475, hand-copied manuscript, British Library.

2. One volume, Kōshōji Temple. 

3. Hand-copied manuscript, 2 volumes, originally in Kinzan Ten’neiji 金山天寧寺本, now

Northeastern University Library.

4. Daijõ-ji 大乘寺 manuscript, now kept in Ishikawa Prefectural Museum of Art, Kanazawa金

澤市石川縣美術館.

5. One engraved volume from Korea, kept by Anayama Sumiko, Fukuoka.

6. Southern Yongle Canon, one volume, kept in Kaiyūji 快友寺, Kikugawa 菊川町, Yamaguchi

山口縣, Japan. The Qianziwen Cataloging word for classification is “mi密.”

7. Hand-copied manuscript, one volume, the fourth year of Zhengtong (1439).

8. One volume, re-engraved, by Zhenpu 真樸in 1676.

9. One volume, originally from Caoxi曹溪, re-engraved and printed in 1652.

10. Hand-copied manuscript, popular edition in the Edo Period, copied at the end of the Ming

dynasty, from a copy of Heng zhao zhai 恆照齋 (1584).

11. One volume, Jinling Scripture Press 金陵刻經處, 1929.

Checking Yangida Seizan’s Liuzu Tanjing zhuben jicheng 六祖壇經諸本集成, one can find that the

first block of The Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch is printed with Ouyang Xun歐陽詢’s

calligraphy, five pages.  The following pages are printed with Song dynasty typeface仿宋體. A

colophon in the end says: 

  

"Jiang Jie蔣捷, a devotee of Buddhism from the area of the East China Sea, donated money to

engrave The Platform Sutra, and [Chanzong] Song gu  [zhu tongji] 禪宗頌古聯珠通集 to support

the lineage of the Caoxi sect. Thousands of Buddhas' wisdom-life may not have come from it. Can

I be one of them?” [2] 

  

I examined The Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch kept in Tianjin Library and Shanxi Provincial

Library in Taiyuan. The scripture was printed with Ouyang Xun’s style of Chinese calligraphy. I

took photos of the scripture.  There is no colophon in the end.  It is reported that a number of sets

of Yongle Southern Canon are kept in Japan. Professor Yangida’s collection is kept in Kaiuji 快友

寺, Kikugawa 菊川町,Yamaguch山口縣.  There is an overlap of the word “xiang 相” between the

first woodblock and the second woodblock. Perhaps the editors failed to notice the overlap. The

cataloging word “mi密” is correct. 

  

In addition, the so-called Ming Northern Canon明北藏 in Liuzu Tanjing zhuben jicheng 六祖壇經諸

本集成 is not Yongle Northern Canon engraved and printed in Beijing in the years 1420-1440.  It

was a hand-copied manuscript, with each page containing 8 lines and each line with 16

characters. The colophon indicates that the date of printing was the fourth year of Zhengtong 正統

(1439). The authentic Yongle Northern Canon was designed with 5 half pages as one block. Each

block contains 5 lines and each line 17 characters. It is certain that the so-called Ming beizang明

北藏 in Yangida’s collection is not an authentic Yongle Northern Canon.  

 

[1] Lü Cheng呂澂, Lü Cheng foxue lunzhu xuanji 呂澂佛學論著選集, Ji’nan: Qilu shushe, 1996,

p.1477.

[2] See Yanagida Seizan, Liuzu Tanjing zhuben jicheng六祖壇經諸本集成, Kyoto: Zhongwen

chubanshe, 1976, p.188.  This colophon is also found in the end of The Platform Sutra of the

Sixth Patriarch in Yongle Southern Canon kept in Fayuan Temple法源寺 in Beijing. See Li Fuhua

李富華 and He Mei何梅，Hanwen fojiao dazangjing yanjiu 漢文佛教大藏經研究, Beijing: Zongjiao

wenhua chubanshe, 2003, pp.418-419.

Thanks are due to Mr. Li Guoqing李國慶, Curator of Tianjin Library, for his generous
support.

The Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch, Fangshan.  Donated by Zhao Qimei 趙琦
美，in the forty-eighth year of Emperor Wanli (1620). The hard-copy was Yongle
Southern Canon.                                     

Apparently, the editor failed to notice the overlap of the word “xiang 相.”   The
Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch, in Yongle Southern Canon as collected in
Liuzu Tanjing zhuben jicheng六祖壇經諸本集成, Kyoto: Zhongwen chubanshe,
1976, pp.167-168.

The colophon in the end of The Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch, in Liuzu
Tanjing zhuben jicheng 六祖壇經諸本集成, Kyoto: Zhongwen chubanshe,1976,
p.188.

The Ming bei zang 明北藏 (Ming Northern Canon), 
see Yanagida Seizan, Liuzu Tanjing zhuben jicheng
六祖壇經諸本集成, Kyoto: Zhongwen chubanshe,

1976, p.189. 
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